
Pop to the Shop
Will you pop to the shop for me?

I need you to get butter, eggs and a loaf.

Go down the road and then up the hill.

Turn right at the church that is near the pool.

Be quick or you will get wet in the rain!
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Read Together Quick Questions
1. Find and copy one word that means the 

same as ‘fast’. 

 

2. Name two of the things that the 
person should get from the shop.

•  

•  

3. What might happen if the person 
takes too long getting to the shop?

 

 
4. Number these instructions 

from 1-3 to show the order that 
they appear in the text.

   Be quick. 
   Go down the road.
   Turn right at the church.
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Pop to the Shop Answers
1. Find and copy one word that means the 

same as ‘fast’. 
quick

2. Name two of the things that the 
person should get from the shop.
Accept any two of the following: butter; 
eggs; a loaf.

3. What might happen if the person 
takes too long getting to the shop?
Pupils’ own responses, such as: It will 
start raining and the person will get 
wet if they walk to the shop.

4. Number these instructions 
from 1-3 to show the order that 
they appear in the text.

3    Be quick. 
1    Go down the road.
2    Turn right at the church.

Will you pop to the shop for me?

I need you to get butter, eggs and a loaf.

Go down the road and then up the hill.

Turn right at the church that is near the pool.

Be quick or you will get wet in the rain!
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Croak! Croak! Croak! Read Together Quick Questions
1. Where did the green frog get stuck? Tick one.

 

2. How did the stork know that the frogs needed 
help? 

 

3. Which word shows what the brown frog did?

4. Do you think that the frogs will get stuck again? 

  

in a tree

under a log

on some rocks

swam

crept

swung

There were three frogs in a pond.

The green frog swam under a log and got

stuck. The next frog crept into a tree and 

got stuck. The brown frog swung on a

stick and got stuck on some rocks.

“Croak! Croak! Croak!” said the frogs.

A stork was in the pond. It had a plan to 

help and soon the frogs were free.
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Croak! Croak! Croak! Answers

✓

1. Where did the green frog get stuck? Tick one.

 

2. How did the stork know that the frogs needed 
help? 

3. Which word shows what the brown frog did?

4. Do you think that the frogs will get stuck again? 

 

in a tree

under a log

on some rocks

swam

crept

swung✓

The frogs said, “Croak! Croak! Croak!”

Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that 
the frogs will not get stuck again because they 
will be more careful.

There were three frogs in a pond.

The green frog swam under a log and got

stuck. The next frog crept into a tree and 

got stuck. The brown frog swung on a

stick and got stuck on some rocks.

“Croak! Croak! Croak!” said the frogs.

A stork was in the pond. It had a plan to 

help and soon the frogs were free.

Tick one.
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The Queen’s Elephant Read Together Quick Questions
1. Where does the elephant sleep? 

 

2. Why do you think that The King said ‘That 
elephant must go!’ 
 
 

3. Find and copy one adjective used to describe the 
elephant. 
 
 

4. What do you think might happen next to The 
Queen’s elephant? 

  

  

  

 

People say that The Queen has a big

elephant in her garden. The elephant sleeps

in the shed and eats cream buns. She has

never been seen outside of the garden but 

lots of people think that it is true. 

I think that The Queen likes to ride her 

elephant at night.

One day, the elephant broke a statue of 

The King and ate all of the cakes that the 

cook had made. “That elephant must go!” 

said The King. 

I think that she is still there!
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1. Where does the elephant sleep?

2. Why do you think that The King said ‘That

3. Find and copy one adjective used to describe

4. What do you think might happen next to The 

 

 

The Queen’s Elephant Answers

Accept any sensible answer linked to the 
text, such as: I think that The King said that 
the elephant must go because she had eaten 
all of the cakes.

Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that 
The Queen’s elephant might have to find a 
new home where she can eat cakes and cream 
buns all day.

 elephant must go!’

Queen’s elephant?

People say that The Queen has a big

elephant in her garden. The elephant sleeps

in the shed and eats cream buns. She has

never been seen outside of the garden but 

lots of people think that it is true. 

I think that The Queen likes to ride her 

elephant at night.

One day, the elephant broke a statue of 

The King and ate all of the cakes that the 

cook had made. “That elephant must go!” 

said The King. 

I think that she is still there!
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The elephant sleeps in the shed in The 
Queen’s garden.

big
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